ball booster 3 generation

data sheet

rd

reference
888.000.240

The ‘Ball Technology’ works with a special kind of ‘ball’ instead of a metal tube.
Because of this, the gun can be used with 4 bar air pressure instead of 6 or 7 bar
needed for traditional guns. The new high-tech motor guarantees less down time.
After years of research, finally, a cleaning gun that gets the job done without
mechanical failures, arises.

weight
850 gr
capacity
1L
packing
8 pieces per box
operating pressure
4 to 10 bar
air consumption
4 bar 170 L/min
5 bar 202 L/min
6 bar 241 L/min

patented

safe
dista ty
nce

The brush provides 2,5 cm safety distance
between surface and gun
= no risk of damaging surface or gun

CHARACTERISTICS
Ultra-reliable, high-tech motor bearings
assembly.

Air pressure regulator

Multi-directional air inlet 360°:
- better stability on horizontal surfaces
- better flexibility inside a vehicle

Only 4 bar required in contrast to
all other cleaning guns which need
min. 6.5 bar.

6,5

4

Guard plate prevents dirt from getting
sucked into the motor.
Extra gasket gives protection for the motor.

Produces less noise than the
traditional cleaning guns.

The bottle lid has an extra screw thread
(patented), to which our 600 and 1000 ml
Tex-Spray bottles can be connected.

Easy removable brush.

extractor the missing link

data sheet
reference
888.000.324

The Extractor is mounted on the Ball Booster and using one of the adaptors
supplied, it connects to the hose of a wet/dry vacuum cleaner. The injection
of product at high pressure (compressed air) detaches the dirt immediately.
At the same moment, the wet/dry vacuum cleaner sucks up the dirt solution.
The result is a perfectly clean and fast drying surface. Fantastic results for
in-depth cleaning of carpet and seat upholstery.

width nozzle
7 cm
including
4 adapters for vacuum
cleaner hoses

connection for hose of
wet/dry vacuum cleaner

+

=
connection for
compressed air

ball booster

+

extractor

=

unique cleaning method for carpet and seat upholstery !

CHARACTERISTICS
Safe: users do not inhale the vapours of the waste product
Fast drying surface
Better results than injection/extraction machines

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
Very efficient for removing dirt, dust, fat etc. on places or materials that are difficult to clean:
- interior of cars, motorcycles, boats
- vent holes and airco
- dashboard

- carpets (textile and synthetics)
- around car and back seats
- around gear stick

- beneath car hood and gate stops
- glove and storage compartments
- wheel rims
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